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Abstract: Objective: This study aimed to investigate the effect of clinical pathway nursing combined with psychological intervention on patients with cirrhosis accompanied by gastrointestinal hemorrhage. Methods: One hundred and
forty patients with cirrhosis complicated with gastrointestinal hemorrhage were randomly and equally divided into
group A, patients treated with routine nursing, and group B, patients treated with clinical pathway nursing combined
with psychological intervention in addition to routine nursing. The self-rating depression scale (SDS) and Self-Rating
Anxiety Scale (SAS) scores were measured in the two groups. GQOLI-74 was performed to evaluate quality of life before and after intervention. The recurrence of complications, hospitalization time, expenses, and health knowledge
in the two groups were recorded. Results: Group A showed significantly lower SDS, SAS, GQOLI-74, health knowledge
scores, and satisfaction of nursing than group B after treatment. The total recurrence rate, hospitalization time, expenses and adverse complications in group B was significantly lower than they were in group A. Conclusion: Clinical
pathway nursing combined with psychological intervention can effectively improve the quality of life in patients with
cirrhosis and gastrointestinal bleeding.
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Introduction
Cirrhosis is a chronic liver disease with a diffuse development [1]. As a chronic disease, cirrhosis is also associated with more concurrent
diseases [2]. Studies show that cirrhosis is
closely related to hemorrhages from the upper
gastrointestinal tract, the gastric varices, or the
esophagus. Cirrhosis and related complications are the direct cause of death in patients
with cirrhosis, which seriously threatens people’s quality of life [3-5]. To make matters
worse, the incidence of cirrhosis has been
increasing [6]. The treatment time of cirrhosisrelated diseases is long, the recurrence risk is
high, and the prognosis of patients is poor;
therefore, in order to improve the postoperative prognosis quality and the quality of life
of patients with cirrhosis and combined gastrointestinal hemorrhage, appropriate and effective nursing intervention is an important option
[7].

With the continuous improvement of medical
services, the humanistic concerns of nursing
and the concept of health popularization are
also continuously being developed. Various
modern nursing models have been applied in
clinical practice, and have achieved satisfactory results [8-10]. Studies had shown that the
combination of different nursing interventions
is of great significance to improve quality of life
[11]. Clinical pathway nursing combined with
psychological intervention is patient-centered.
It is a new type of hospital care pattern based
on different department characteristics and
daily care model standards. It can provide
patients with high-quality, high-level and lowcost medical services [12]. Conventional nursing intervention was compared with clinical
pathway nursing and psychological intervention
in this study. It aims to explore the effect of clinical pathway care combined with psychological
intervention on the application value and the
quality of life in patients with cirrhosis and coronary heart disease.

The prognosis and recurrence risk of patients with cirrhosis and clinical pathway nursing
Materials and methods
General information
140 patients with cirrhosis and gastrointestinal
hemorrhage in our hospital were randomly
divided. The patients (N=70) in group A were
treated with routine nursing methods, while
the patients in group B (N=70) were treated
with clinical pathway care and psychological
intervention.
Exclusion criteria: All included patients were
diagnosed with cirrhosis and gastrointestinal
hemorrhage. The diagnostic criteria were consistent with the World Health Organization’s
cirrhosis diagnosis guidelines [13]. The related symptoms included early active compensatory regeneration, which is followed by liver
function damage, portal hypertension and finally upper gastrointestinal bleeding, hypersplenism, cancer, etc. [13]; patients with other complications or mental disorders were excluded.
The patients and their families were informed
in advance, and the study was approved by The
Fifth People’s Hospital of Jiangsu Wuxi Ethics
Committee.
Nursing methods
The patients in group A were treated with conventional cirrhosis and gastrointestinal bleeding nursing (routine nursing and psychological
intervention); all vital signs of the patients were
monitored in real time and administrated with
medicines. The patients in group B were treated with clinical pathway care and psychological
intervention. (1) The clinical pathway table is a
clinical nursing pathway formulated after the
analysis and evaluation of the patient’s clinical
data. It is made up of a medical staff form and
a patient form, which is recorded daily. The clinical pathway table of care combines nursing
methods with health knowledge education. A
clinical pathway team consisting of professionals will analyze and review cases for the purpose of developing the daily nursing content.
The clinical pathway table of care is mainly
about health knowledge education. All the relevant medical staff implementing the clinical
nursing pathway are professionally trained. The
nursing activities are strictly implemented in
accordance with the contents of the clinical
nursing pathway table. At admission, medical
staff send relevant clinical pathway tables to
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patients and their families. Nursing staff l provide them with multi-faceted nursing services
and patiently introduce the knowledge of cirrhosis and related complications to the patients
and their families. A good doctor-patient atmosphere is established. Meanwhile, the patient
should be aware that it is important to combine
the treatment process with treatment goals
during the hospitalization. Moreover, the nursing during the process is also vital. Before the
operation, the preoperative preparation precautions, the operating room environment, the
surgical position, the anesthesia method, the
surgical method and how to cooperate with
psychological counseling are all introduced to
the patient in detail. After the operation, the
patient’s vital signs and wounds are observed.
The patient’s diet is strictly monitored. Food
with a high-fiber content, high-protein, less salt,
and less oil are recommended. Regularly follow-up on the patient is performed. The nurses
are aware that any discomfort requires immediate treatment.
(2) Psychological intervention nursing: relevant
medical staff explain the occurrence and development of cirrhosis and gastrointestinal hemorrhage to the patients with cirrhosis and gastrointestinal hemorrhage and to their families.
Therefore, the patients will have a correct
understanding of cirrhosis and gastrointestinal
hemorrhage. This can relieve the adverse psychological conditions of patients with cirrhosis
and gastrointestinal hemorrhage caused by
treatment. The patients should be informed of
the importance of nursing; if adverse emotions
occur in patients with cirrhosis and gastrointestinal hemorrhage, targeted emotional counseling can also be carried out. Successful cure
cases can be appropriately described to the
patients. Their families can actively encourage
the patients with cirrhosis and gastrointestinal
hemorrhage. Therefore, the patients with cirrhosis and gastrointestinal hemorrhage can
gain confidence in fighting the disease. The
patients’ psychological burden is reduced, and
the treatment compliance is improved.
Outcome measures
The general clinical data, hospitalization time,
hospitalization cost, acquisition of related knowledge, the complication recurrence (including irregular bleeding in the digestive tract,
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Table 1. General information of the two groups
Group
Group A (n=70) Group B (n=70)
Age (years)
52.18 ± 11.16 52.02 ± 10.35
Gender
Female
18 (25.71)
20 (28.57)
Male
52 (74.29)
50 (71.43)
2
BMI (kg/m )
19.63 ± 2.21 20.25 ± 1.73
Smoking situation
No
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
Have
70 (100.00)
70 (100.00)
Drinking situation
No
21 (30.00)
25 (35.71)
Have
49 (70.00)
45 (64.29)
Blood phosphorus (mmol/L) 1.99 ± 0.42
1.85 ± 0.64
Renal function
BUN (mmol/L)
6.28 ± 3.15
6.26 ± 2.09
Cr (mmol/d)
4.97 ± 2.55
5.12 ± 1.32

infection, hepatic encephalopathy, and the
hepatorenal syndrome) between group A and
group B were compared. SDS and SAS were
provided to evaluate the unhealthy emotions in
group A and group B. The scores were proportional to the degree of anxiety and depression.
The GQOLI-74 [14] was used to compare the
quality of life between group A and group B
(including physical health, mental health, material life, social function; the score is proportional to the quality of life). The nursing satisfaction
of the patients between group A and group B
was compared.
Statistical methods
Statistical data was analyzed with SPSS 19.0
(Asia Analytics Formerly SPSS China). The enumeration data were indicated by [n (%)] and
examined with an χ2 test; the measurement
data was denoted by (X ± S). A paired t test was
used for the comparisons before and after
treatment within the group. An independent
sample t test was used for comparison between
the two groups; when the P value was less than
0.05, the difference was statistically significant.
Results
General clinical data of group A and group B
There were no dramatic differences in the baseline data, including age, gender, BMI, smok-
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t/X
P
0.088 0.930
2

0.145 0.704
1.550 0.123
0.000 1.000

ing and drinking habits,
blood phosphorus, and renal function between the
two groups (P>0.05) (Table
1).
Comparison of hospitalization time, cost and acquisition of related knowledge
between group A and
group B

0.518 0.472

The hospitalization time
(days), hospitalization cost
(yuan), and health knowl1.530 0.128
edge scores of group A were (9.13 ± 1.25), (4826.29
± 400.25), (30.69 ± 2.84).
0.044 0.965
The hospitalization time
0.437 0.663
(days), hospitalization cost
(yuan), and health knowledge scores of group B were (5.15 ± 1.90),
(2832.66 ± 315.83), and (23.04 ± 2.53),
respectively. The hospitalization time (days)
and hospitalization cost (yuan) in group B were
lower than those in group A. The health knowledge scores in group B were higher than those
in group A (P<0.001) (Table 2).
Psychological status of the patients in group A
and group B before and after nursing
SAS changes of patients before and after nursing in group A and group B: The SAS before and
after nursing intervention in group A were
(54.48 ± 7.01) and (40.13 ± 7.94), respectively.
The SAS before and after nursing intervention
in group B were (55.38 ± 7.06) and (30.27 ±
6.18), respectively. The SAS scores were lower
than those before nursing, (P<0.001). The SAS
scores in group B were lower than they were in
group A (P<0.001) (Figure 1).
The SDS changes of the patients before and
after nursing in group A and group B: The SDS
in group A before and after nursing intervention
were (60.38 ± 4.23) and (51.82 ± 4.51),
respectively. The SDS in group B before and
after nursing intervention were (59.66 ± 5.93)
and (32.54 ± 5.03), respectively. The SAS
scores after nursing were lower than those
before nursing (P<0.001). The SDS scores after
nursing in group B were lower than they were in
group A (P<0.001) (Figure 2).
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Table 2. Comparisons of hospitalization time, expenses, and related knowledge in group A and group
B
Group
Hospital stay (days)
Hospitalization cost (yuan)
Health knowledge score

Group A (n=70)
9.13 ± 1.25
4826.29 ± 400.25
30.69 ± 2.84

Group B (n=70)
5.15 ± 1.90
2832.66 ± 315.83
23.04 ± 2.53

t
14.640
32.720
16.830

P
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Figure 1. SAS changes before and after nursing in
group A and group B. *Indicated that the SAS levels after nursing of the two groups were lower than
those before nursing, and the difference was statistically significant (P<0.001); #Indicated that the SAS
level after nursing in group B was lower than it was in
group A, and the differences was statistically significant (P<0.001).

Figure 2. SDS changes before and after nursing in
group A and group B. *Indicated that the SDS levels after nursing of the two groups were lower than
those before nursing, and the differences were statistically significant (P<0.001); #Indicated that the
SDS level after nursing in group B was lower than
that in group A, and the differences were statistically
significant (P<0.001).

Recurrence status of complications in group A
and group B

Discussions

The total recurrence rate of the adverse complications such as irregular bleeding, infection,
hepatic encephalopathy and hepatorenal syndrome in group B was lower than that in group
A, and the difference was statistically significant (P<0.001) (Table 3).
Comparison of quality of life between group A
and group B
Group B showed significantly higher quality of
life scores than group A (P<0.001) (Table 4).
Nursing satisfaction in group A and group B
The total satisfaction in group B was higher
than it was in group A, and the difference was
statistically significant (P<0.05) (Table 5).
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In this study, patients with cirrhosis and gastrointestinal hemorrhage treated in our hospital
were randomly divided into two groups. The
patients undergoing the routine nursing method were included in group A. The patients
undergoing clinical pathway nursing and psychological interventions were included in group
B. The general clinical data of all the patients
were compared. There was no statistically significant difference in the baseline data such as
age, gender, and weight between the two
groups. The randomized groups were comparable. First, before and after nursing, the hospitalization time, hospitalization cost, and the
acquisition of related knowledge of the patients
with cirrhosis and gastrointestinal hemorrhage
between group A and group B were compared.
It was found that the hospitalization time and
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Table 3. Comparisons of adverse complications between patients in group A and group B
Group
Irregular bleeding of the digestive tract
Infection
Hepatic encephalopathy
Hepatorenal syndrome
Total incidence

Group A (n=70)
8 (11.43)
4 (5.71)
2 (2.86)
2 (2.86)
16 (22.86)

Table 4. Comparisons of the quality of life between the patients in group A and group B
Group
Group A (n=70) Group B (n=70)
Physical health 72.72 ± 8.13
81.64 ± 6.06
Mental health
69.22 ± 8.10
80.51 ± 7.09
Material life
68.90 ± 7.34
80.91 ± 7.22
Social function 71.43 ± 8.54
80.54 ± 8.83

t
7.772
8.775
9.760
6.205

P
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Table 5. Care satisfaction of the patients in group A and
group B
Group
Group A (n=70) Group B (n=70)
X2
P
Very satisfied
25 (35.71)
40 (57.14)
Satisfied
20 (28.57)
10 (14.29)
General
7 (10.00)
13 (18.57)
Not satisfied
18 (25.71)
7 (10.00)
Total satisfaction
52 (74.29)
63 (90.00)
5.892 0.015

hospitalization cost of the patients with cirrhosis and gastrointestinal bleeding in group B
were lower than those in group A. The health
knowledge scores of the patients with cirrhosis
and gastrointestinal hemorrhage in group B
were higher than they were in group A. The difference was statistically significant. The cost of
surgical treatment for patients is too high.
What’s more, the burden on patients is too
heavy, and this has always been an important
health and economic problem to be solved.
Related research also mentioned that reasonable postoperative care cannot only shorten
the hospitalization time, but it can also reduce
hospitalization costs [15, 16]. Therefore, it is
believed that high-quality nursing intervention
can shorten the hospitalization times and
reduce the hospitalization costs of patients
with cirrhosis and gastrointestinal hemorrhage.
It also alleviates the economic burden of
patients to a certain extent; if patients have a
better understanding of health knowledge,
their treatment confidence and compliance will
also increase. Subsequently, before and after
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Group B (n=70)
2 (2.86)
2 (2.86)
1 (1.43)
1 (1.43)
6 (8.57)

X2
5.393

P
0.020

nursing, the mental health status
and complication recurrence between group A and group B were
compared. Group B exhibited lower
SAS scores after nursing than group
A. The SDS levels of the two groups
after nursing were lower than those
before nursing. Group B showed significantly lower SDS scores after
nursing than group A. Adverse emotions such as anxiety and depression may induce a poor prognosis in
patients [17, 18]. In recent years,
with the continuous quality improvement of nursing, a large number of
clinical studies have shown that
appropriate psychological intervention can effectively improve treatment compliance and recovery.

By analyzing the recurrence of complications in
the two groups of patients, it was found that
the total recurrence rate of adverse complications such as irregular bleeding, infection,
hepatic encephalopathy, and hepatorenal syndrome in group B was lower than that in group
A. The difference was statistically significant.
Adverse complications such as irregular bleeding, infection, hepatic encephalopathy, and
hepatorenal syndrome are the risk factors of
recurrence or worsening for patients with cirrhosis [7, 19]. Therefore, it is considered that
the clinical pathway care combined with psychological intervention can better improve the
treatment of patients with cirrhosis and gastrointestinal hemorrhage. It effectively reduces
the recurrence of adverse complications such
as irregular bleeding, infection, hepatic encephalopathy, and hepatorenal syndrome. The GQL74 scale was used to compare the patients’
quality of life. The scores of physical health,
mental health, material life and social function
in group B were higher than those in group A,
and the difference was statistically significant.
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A good psychological state also promotes the
patient’s physical health and affects the patient’s prognosis [20]. Relevant reports show
that the relevant medical staff involved in clinical pathway care and psychological intervention are patient-centered. Measures based on
clinical reality can maximize the clinical efficacy
of the patient; psychological intervention not
only improves the patient’s bad emotional or
psychological state, but also has a positive
effect on the patients’ quality of life [21, 22].
Therefore, it is thought that clinical pathway
care combined with psychological intervention
are better at improving the quality of life in
patients with cirrhosis and gastrointestinal
hemorrhage. Finally, the nursing satisfaction of
the two groups of patients was compared.
Among the patients with cirrhosis and gastrointestinal hemorrhage, the total satisfaction of
clinical pathway nursing and psychological
intervention was higher. Therefore, in patients
with cirrhosis and gastrointestinal hemorrhage,
it is considered that the acceptance and recognition degree of clinical pathway care and psychological intervention is higher than that of
conventional nursing intervention. In recent
years, relevant clinical studies have also confirmed that postoperative patients are more
satisfied with clinical pathway nursing and psychological intervention than with routine nursing intervention [23, 24].
The shortcomings of our study are that some
other biochemical indicators of patients were
not determined; as the nursing plan was also
affected by the local medical level, it may be
different from other areas. Also, the follow-up
time was too short; for these defects, in order
to improve the research, the latest relevant
research results will be continuously focused
on, and a regularly review the prognosis will
also be performed.
In summary, clinical pathway nursing and psychological intervention can effectively improve
the quality of life of patients with cirrhosis and
combined upper gastrointestinal hemorrhage,
alleviate anxiety and depression, enhance
patient satisfaction, and reduce patient treatment cost and hospitalization time.
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